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Abstract:
Social computng is on the verge to transforming the way we do business, from content generaton and  
collaboraton to demand generaton.Gartner predicts a signifcant increase in the use of social media inside  
enterprises,  such  as  a  20%  penetraton  of  social  networking  based  communicaton  for  interpersonal  
business communicaton, signifcant increase of data management aspects due to social media, but also a  
failure of microblogging within the enterprise. Amongst all of the hype, social computng remains to be a  
controversial topic for enterprises. Comparing to the adopton of instant messaging or email, social media  
have not yet penetrated the way we work. We believe this has two reasons: 

a) The productvity gains from email and IM are fairly tangible but not so tangible for social computng)

b) Web 2.0 as a technology trend has been prolifc in producing point technologies, each revolutonary by 
itself  but  has  uterly failed to provide an integrated concept across technologies.  In this  talk I  will  
elaborate on two questons: 

1) How do we leverage social computng to drive towards outcomes based work processes?

2) What  kind  of  technology  integraton  is  required  to  support  outcomes  based  work  processes?
I will illustrate my thoughts on this topic using some case studies and eforts from IBM.
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